
Spinneybeck

Leather Rugs

Check Pattern has large 12" x12"
leather squares overlapping an accent
color strip. Shown inVPBLCK and
SA 795 reveal.

Grid Pattern is fabricated of 12" leather
squares with 2" wide overlap. ES8041
square with FE4060 overlap shown.

Haired Hides are hides with the hair
intact. Hides range in size from 45-55
square feet and are available in various
standard colors.

Constructed Haired Hide Rugs are
assembled from 10" squares sewn with
a heavy cord. Tricolor haired hide
shown.

All Spinneybeck Leather is tanned, dyed, and finished in Italy,
according to the most stringent environmental requirements.
Spinneybeck Leathers are GREENGUARD™ certified.

Custom shapes and sizes are available upon request.
Contact Spinneybeck for leather samples and available colors.

Woven Pattern is created using 1" wide
strips of leather. Shown in SA 2010.

Custom Pattern designed in subway
pattern. Shown in DE227 with ES8078
reveal.

Leather Rug Product Information

Principal photography by Joshua McHugh

Maintenance

Spinneybeck Leather Rugs are easy to install and maintained
with regular dusting and spot cleaning with cool water and a
soft cloth or the occasional use of Spinneybeck leather
maintenance products. Other leather cleaners, such as saddle
soaps or household cleaners that may contain harsh chemicals,
alcohol, or ink removers, should never be used on Spinneybeck
Leather Rugs.

Constructed Haired Hide Rug.
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Rugs

Spinneybeck covers new ground with a
comprehensive collection of leather rugs
and haired hides.The luxurious natural
feel of leather and numerous color and
style options create a truly unlimited
canvas for your floor.

Woven Leather Rug in SN27 and side table with inlay in 3" hexagon leather tiles, shown in FTBLCK, FT1101, and FT1103.

Geometric Designs

Every rug is a unique creation,
blending geometric sophistication
with a modernist spirit. Designed by
noted architect Emanuela Frattini
Magnusson, Spinneybeck rugs are
fabricated with superb craftsmanship
from the finest Italian leather.

Rugs are offered in three distinct
styles: check, grid, and woven.To
create a unique check or grid rug,
simply select colors for the primary
areas and one hue for the reveal from
our finished leather collection.Woven
rugs can be monochromatic or multi-
color.With custom shapes and sizes,
the design options are endless.

Custom designed harlequin pattern in SA2088 and SA7029 with SA793 reveal.

Front Cover: Check Pattern Rug
inVPBLCK with SA783 reveal.
Above:Tricolor Haired Hide.

Custom designed subway pattern
in DE227 with ES8078 reveal.

Multi-color Check Pattern rug with reveal in SA783.
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